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The Royal Australian Navy

Officer Retention Survey

The Effects of Career Stage and Branch Membership

Upon the Attitudes of RAN Officers

Part 1

Between Branches



Introduction

In October 1989 a request was received from the Head of the Royal Australian

Navy Officers' Career Study Team* for information relating to possible

differential patterns of resignation propensity between officers serving at

different career stages within the same branch and between officers serving

in the same career stage in different branches.

The request was made in the context of a directive from the Chief of the Naval

Staff to CDRE Chalmers on 11 July 1989 in which the Study Team is required to

make recommendations to replace or refine the current rank pyramid model which

embraces both the overall officer corps structure and branch substructures.

Detailed requiranents included the need to examine the relevance of branches

and lists; the relevance, extent and timing of where mid-career education fits

into skill development and career motivation for officers and to identify the

most effective promotion system. Retention and wastage were key concepts to

be accounted for in any new career model produced by the Team.

Background of Relevant Research

The 1987 Royal Australian Navy Officer Retention Survey (Salas, 1988(a)) which

resulted in a response rate of 81%, provided a sample of male members whose

questionnaire responses were available for study in terms of career stages.

Analysis was performed on the basis of a proposed four stage career model

developed, tested and reported on in Salas, (1989). This model was forwarded

as an alternative to the three stage model used by Jans (1988).

Aim and Procedure

Although the original request from the Team specified resignation propensity,

attraction towards the concept of Mid-career management education and relevant

aspects of career motivation as being variables of prime interest in the

analysis by career stages, all Retention Survey questionnaire item and scaled

item clusters were tested for significant differentials across stages within

and between branches. This resulted in a fuller coverage and enabled more

conclusions to be made. Mean item and scale scores differentials were tested

for statistical significance using t.

*Commodore D.B. Chalmers, RAN
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Branches by Career Stages

Part 1 Between Branches

Early Career

Years 1 to 12

Executive Branch

vs

Other, (Engineering (Eng), Supply (SU), and Instructor (IT) Branches)

Background Factors. Section 1 (of RAN Officer Retention Survey questionnaire)*

Executive branch officers in this career stage are significantly younger and

less academically qualified than are those in other branches.

Attitudes - Section 2

These officers are more interested in Mid career management education then are

those in other branches. They also tend to be more satisfied with the Dream

Sheet system than members of other branches in Early career.

Resignation Variables - Section 3

Executive branch officers report themselves as feeling more uncertain about

gaining satisfactory employment in civilian life "without much trouble" than

do other officers to a very highly significant degree. Their required income

from any such prospective job is also significantly less than that stipulated

as being required by members of other branches.

Satisfaction with Naval Life - Section 4

Executive branch officers appear to be significantly more satisfied with the

sort of chance the Navy gives them to show what they can do and tend

significantly to be more satisfied than other officers with their Service pay.

They are significantly more satisfied with their Navy career to date than are

other officers in this career stage.

* Annex A



Possible Resignation Reasons - Section 5

No differences were observed across the 18 items in this Section between

Executive Branch officers and the others.

Scale Scores

No significant mean scale score differences were observed between Executive

branch officers and the others on any of the specially constructed measuring

instrpnnts. These include Resignation Propensity, Career Motivation, Career

Prospects, Family Factor, Navy Camittnent and Satisfaction scales.
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Branches by Career Stages

Year 1 to 12

Engineering Branch

vs

Others (EX, SU, IT)

Background Factors - Section 1

Engineer officers in this career stage are higher ranking than those in other

branches and are significantly more highly educated (bar the Instructors.)

There are no age or length of service differences.

Attitudes - Section 2

Engineering officers are significantly less attracted to the concept of Mid

career management education. However, this is not to say that Engineering

officers are uninterested in this type of Mid-career education. Data from the

main Retention survey sample show that 91% of all RAN officers are attracted

to the concept, a very strong overall result.

It would be safer to say that despite significant statistical differences

between the degree of subscription to this variable between Engineers and

between Instructors and other officers very few individuals in any branch are

not interested in the concept of Mid career management education.

Engineers tend to be significantly more dissatisfied with Navy personnel

management, including officer career planning, than are those in other

branches.

Resignation Variables - Section 3

Engineers appear to bc very significantly more sure of getting a job outside

of the Navy without trouble and in addition, appear to be more attracted to

thoughts of a civilian career.
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Satisfaction with Navy - Section 4

Engineer officers are significantly more of the opinion that the Navy is run

badly.

Possible Resignation Reasons - Section 5

The only significant difference between mean scores on the 18 items in this

section was confined to attitudes to Navy housing. Engineers were significantly

less concerned with this aspect of service than are others.

Scales

Engineering officers appear to be significantly less satisfied with their Navy

career prospects. They perceive the Navy not to be an efficient employer.

They have significantly less emotional ccmmittment to the Service than do

members of the other branches.
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Branches by Career Stages

Years 1 to 12

Supply Branch

vs

Others (EX, EN, IT)

Background Factors - Section 1

Supply branch officers are significantly younger and lower ranking than officers

in other branches. They are significantly less academically qualified than

those in other branches.

Attitudes - Section 2

Supply branch officers appear to be more attracted to the idea of Mid career

education than other.

Resignation Variables - Section 3

Supply branch officers are significantly more satisfied with their Navy pay,

than available civilian salaries.

Satisfaction with Navy - Section 4

Nil differences

Possible Resignation Reasons - Section 5

Nil differences

Scales

Nil differences
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Branches by Career Stages

Years 1 to 12

Instructor Branch

vs

Others (EX, EN, SU)

Background Factors - Section 1

Instructor officers report significantly more time has elapsed since their last

prcmotion, are older and are higher ranking than those in the other branches

at this career stage. However their mean length of service time is

significantly less.

They have a very much higher mean level of education than do other officers

(all Instructors report tertiary qualifications). They are more prone to be

married and more possess children in the 6 to 12 year age bracket than do

officers in other branches. They appear less likely to own their own home than

are other officers.

Attitudes - Section 2

Instructor officers are significantly less attracted to the idea of Mid career

management education than are other officers. However, as with Engineers, very

few are NOT attracted to the concept to some degree. They are significantly

more dissatisfied with the Dream Sheet system than are others.

Resignation Variables - Section 3

Instructors report much more certainty about finding satisfactory civilian

employment than do others.
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Satisfaction with Navy - Section 4

Instructor officers are more significantly likely to be dissatisfied with their

promotion prospect. than are other officers.

Resicnation Reasons - Section 5

Nil variations

Scales

The Family Factor

These officers score more highly on the Family Factor as a resignation influence

than do others.
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Branches by Career Stage

Years 1 to 12

Executive, Engineering, Supply and Instructor Branch

A Ccmparative Summary

Background Factors

Engineers and Instructors possess higher academic qualifications than their

counterparts in the Executive and Supply branches. Members of the latter two

branches also appear to be significantly younger and lower ranking. Other

significant differences are reported below. Instructor branch officers are

unique in reporting a shorter mean length of service at the time of the survey

and they report a greater lapse of time since last they were promoted. In

addition, they are also more prone to be married than are other officers and

more report having children located in the six to twelve year age bracket than

do members of the other branches at this career stage.

Attitudes

Executive and Supply branch officers at this stage of their career are

significantly more attracted to the idea of Mid career management education

than are the Engineers or Instructors. The latter two branches are

significantly more dissatisfied with Navy management than are Executive or

Supply branch officers. Instructors in particular tend to be dissatisfied with

the Dream Sheet system. Engineers are more dissatisfied than others with Navy

personnel managment including officer career planning.

Resignation Variables

Executive and Supply branch officers appear to be more satisfied with their

Navy remuneration ccmpared with available civilian salaries than are Engineers

or Instructors. The latter two branches report that they are significantly

surer of being able to obtain civilian employment than are Executive or Supply

branch officers. Engineers, particularly tend to be more attracted than others

to the idea of a civilian career.
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Satisfaction with Naval Life

Executive officers as a group appear to be more satisfied with their Service

pay than are others and more of them feel that the Navy provides them with more

chances to show their ability. Supply officers evince no significant

satisfactions or dissatisfactions with Navy life.

Engineers are significantly more of the opinion that the Navy is badly run.

Instructors are more dissatisfied than others with their chances of promotion.

Likely Resignation Reasons

No significant differences were observed between Executive, Supply and

Instructor branch officers and others across the eighteen well known resignation

influences comprising Section 5. In this section Engineers appeared to be

less significantly concerned over Navy housing compared to officers of other

branches.

Scales

No significant differences in mean scores were observed between Executive and

Supply branch officers and others on these specially constructed measuring

instrun ents. These include scales of Resignation Propensity, Family Factor,

Career Motivation, Career Prospects, Naval Coritient and Satisfaction. With

Instructor officers mean scores on the Family Factor scale were significantly

higher. Engineers appear to be significantly less satisfied with their Career

Prospects and they do not perceive the Navy to be an efficient

enployer/career-manager. Engineering branch officers report significantly less

emotional coamittment to the Navy (feeling of obligation etc) than do officers

serving in the other branches over the career stage 1 to 12 years.

i
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Table 4

Type Differences - A Sumary

Early Career Stage

(Years 1 to 12)

Type A Type B Type C

Executive

& Supply Engineers Instructors

Younger Higher Acad Quals Higher Acad Quals

Lower Ranking More Dissatisfied with Less service time

officer career planning

More attracted to More attracted to Longer time since last

Mid-career education civilian career promoted

More Satisfied with Believe Navy is badly run More prone to be married

Navy management

More satisfied with Less concerned with Navy housing More children 6 to

remuneration 12 years of age

Less sure of Less satisfied with career Dissatisfaction with

civilian employment prospects Dream Sheet

See Navy as inefficient employer Dissatisfied with

promotion chances

Less emotional cammittment to Higher Family Factor

Navy influence
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CCMENT

The above three types appear to be reasonably distinct in terms of background

facts and attitudes of various sorts. Engineers are clearly less satisfied

with the Navy as an oranization and as an employer and appear to be, in general,

less committed to the Service. Executive and Supply officers in Early career

seem to be more oriented to a Navy career. They appear to have no major

dissatisfactions. Instructors in Early career appear more dcminated by

background factors (less time in service, higher marriage rate, lesser rate

of home ownership, are older and have more children of prinary school age.)

Their dissatisfactions with the Service are relatively minor. Higher Family

Factor scores appear to reflect the dorestic circurntances of Instructors.
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Branches by Career Stage

Career Stage 2

Years 13 to 15

Executive Branch

vs

Others (EN, SU, 10)

Background Factors

Executive branch officers are significantly younger and less academically

qualified than others. They appear more prone to have children in the 1 to

5 year age bracket. No significant rank or length of service time differentials

were observed.

Attitudes

Executive officers appear to approve of the Dream Sheet methcd significantly

more than do others in this career stage

Resignation Variables

Officers of this branch report significantly fewer job offers from organizations

or individuals outside of the Service over the past two years than other

officers. They also report more feelings of uncertainty about getting

satisfactory civilian employment "without too much trouble" than do officers

in the other branches.

Satisfaction with Naval Life

Nil Variations

Likely Resignation Reasons

Officers of the Executive branch report that they are significantly less

affected than others by the prospect of unattractive future postings

Scales

Significantly higher scores on the Career Prospects scale show that Executive

officers are more satisfied in this area.
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Career Stage 2

Years 13 to 15

Engineering Branch Officers

vs

Others (EX, SU, IT)

Background Factors

Engineering officers report a significantly higher mean education level than

other officers.

Attitudes

Nil variations

Resignation Variables

Engineers at this career stage are significantly more confident of finding

suitable civilian employment "without much trouble" than are other officers.

Satisfaction with Naval Life

Nil variations

Committnent to the Navy

Engineers report to a much less significant degree than other officers that

their values and Navy values are very similar. They are less committed to the

Navy.

Likely Resignation Reasons

Engineers report to a much more significant degree than others that upcoming

unattractive postings are likely to be a possible reason for their resignation.

Scales

Members of the Engineering branch report their Career Prospects to be less

favourable than do other officers.
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Branches by Career Stage

Career Stage 2

Years 13 to 15

Supply Branch officers

vs

Others (EX, EN, 10)

There are no significant differences between these officers and others in either

Background Factors, Attitudes, Resignation Variables, Satisfaction with Navy

life, Ccmnittment to the Navy or Likely Reasons for Resignation. No significant

mean Scale score differences are observed.

Instructor Branch Officers

There were one or two significant differences between mean scores on a couple

of the variables reported on above. However, the small sub-sample size (n=15)

precludes the arrival at an acceptable level of statistical reliability.
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Branches by Career Stage

Stage 2

Early Middle Career

Years 13 to 15

Executive, Engineering, Supply and Instructor Branches

A Summary

The main feature is the homogeneity of responses of those in Stage 2 of their

career compared to those in Stage 1. There appear to be vastly more

congruencies than differences between menbers of the four branches at the Early

Middle career stage. Factors and attitudes which do differentiate between

branches are reported below.

Executive branch officers in this career stage again appear to be significantly

younger and less academically qualified than other officers and in addition

are more prone to report possession of very young children. They approve more

of the Dream Sheet method and appear to have had less civilian job offers than

other officers. They appear relatively uninfluenced by the prospect of

unattractive future postings, so far as resignation influences go, and tend

to report greater satisfaction than other officers in their career prospects.

They perceive that they have less prospects of gaining civilian enployment

without trouble than Engineering, Supply or Instructor officers.

Engineering officers, as in the Early career stage, continue to report having

a significantly higher mean level of education than others. They are more

likely to have received more civilian job offers than other officers and appear

to possess less committment to the Navy.

Engineers in Early Middle career report future unattractive postings as likely

to be a potential resignation reason for them. They see their Navy career

prospects as being less bright than those of other officers but they feel less

likely to have trouble obtaining civilian emiployment than members of other

branches (with the possible exception of Instructors).

Supply officers and probably Instructors too, do not appear to be ruch different

from other officers in this career stage on the major variables.
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Table 2

Branch Differences - A SumTary

Early Middle Career Stage

(Years 13 to 15)

Executive Engineer Instructor Supply

Younger Higher acad NIL NIL

credentials

More children More civilian job

aged 0-5 years offers received

Like the Dream Sheet Less trouble getting

civilian job

Uncertain about Poor future postings

civilian job chances seen as a resignation

influence

Not influenced by future Dissimilar values

unattractive postings to Navy

Better career

prospects seen
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Early and Early Middle Career

(1 to 12 yrs) and (13 to 15 yrs)

Review to Date

The differences visible between officers serving in the four branches in the

First Stage of their careers (1 to 12 years) appear to have largely vanished

by the time their Second career stage is entered into (13 to 15 years). In terms

of branch differences, the 13 to 15 year career stage is relatively homogeneous

across most measures taken compared with the preceding stage.

However there is consistent evidence that Engineers are significantly less

comitted to Navy than are members of the other branches. This is inferred

from or expressed in several background and attitudinal response patterns.

In neither of the two career stages studied to date however do Resignation

Propensity or Career Motivation differentials appear between branches.

Attraction towards the concept of Mid career management education appears keyed

to relative mean levels of formal education qualifications and rank level.

Those already possessing higher levels of education and rank (Engineers,

Instructors) are relatively less attracted than are Executive or Supply branch

officers. However this conclusion should be treated with reserve as the concept

of Mid-career management education is an extemely popular one in all branches.
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Branches by Career Stage

Career Stage Three

Late Middle Career

16 to 19 years

Executive Branch

vs

Others

Responses within this stage appear to be even more homogeneous than those

obtained from Executive branch officers serving in the preceding career stages.

In fact a sunmary statement will suffice to cover significant score

differentials found under the Background, Attitudinal, Resignation Variable,

Satisfaction, Resignation Reasons and Scales headings, as follows.

Executive branch officers continue to report possession of lower academic

qualifications than those in other branches. They tend to be more significantly

satisfied with Navy personnel management including officer career planning.

They still report that they are less certain of obtaining civilian employment

than those of other branches to a statistically significant degree. In terms

of satisfaction with Naval life they report that their joining expectations

had been met to a lesser extent when compared with the responses of other

officers. Executive officers at this career stage see the desire to obtain

pension benefits as being a significantly weaker reason for possible resignation

than do those from other branches. There were no significant age, rank, length

of service differentials between the Executive and other branches serving in

Late Middle career
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Career Stage Three

Late Middle Career

16 to 19 years

Engineering Branch

vs

Others

In concert with the response patterns of Executive Branch officers those of

the present Engineering branch officers at this career stage showed a consistent

homogeneity. The sumary statement below covers those significant mean score

differences which did appear.

No age, rank or length of service differentials appeared. Engineering officers

at this stage appear to possess a significantly higher mean level of educational

acievements than those of other branches. (with the exception of Instructors,

all of whom possess tertiary qualifications) The Engineers are much mre

sanguine than others about their chances of obtaining civilian employment and

they are significantly more satisfied with their Navy promtion chances. On

the other hand, Engineers are significantly more dissatisfied with Navy

personnel management including officer career planning than are the members

of other branches in this career stage.
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Career Stage 3

16 to 19 years

Late Middle Career

Supply Branch Officers

vs

Others

No significant mean score differences were detected at this career stage between

Supply branch officers and other officers on any of the pertinent variables

covered under the headings of Background, Attitudinal, Resignation,

Satisfaction, Resignation Reasons and Scales.

Career Stage Three

16 to 19 years

Late Middle Career

Instructor Officers

vs

Other

Members of this Branch are much older and much higher educationally qualified

than officers in other branches. They report possession of fewer young children

than do the others but have significantly more children in the 13 to 18 year

bracket.

As far as possible reasons for resignation are concerned, Instructors are more

likcly to be influenced by pension entitlements than are other officers at this

career stage. They also appear to be less likely to be experiencing the

problems associated with marriage to another officer.
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Branches by Career Stage

Late Middle Career

Stage 3

Years 16 to 19

Executive, Engineering, Supply and Instructor Branches

A Summary

By this career stage the response patterns of the four branches have become

more hc mgenc us still.

Executive Officers

Are still seen to have been significantly less exposed to tertiary levels of

education than others. They still seem to be relatively unsure of their job

chances in civilian life but continue to be significant> rrKm saLisfied with

Navy personnel management, including officer cr-.r planning, than are those

in other branches.

In terms of satisfaction with Naval life they appea, Lo eel that their joining

expectations have been met to a significantly lesser degree than is reported

by other branches.

Engineer officers

At this stage these officers appear to be higher mean academic achievers than

those in other branches (Instructors apart). They continue to feel that their

civilian job chances are more certain than do other officers. They appear to

be more satisfied with their Navy promotion chances but persist in being

significantly more dissatisfied with Naval personnel management including

officer career planning. Instructor officers appear to be significantly older

and possess a higher educational level than others but there are no

corresponding rank or length of service differentials.

Instructors perceive the pension as being a resignation reason of significantly

more influence than do others in the same career stage.
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Supply branch officers at this career stage presented a completely hoxogeneous

response pattern when compared with response patterns to the same items made

by member of other branches.

Early, Early Middle and Late Middle Career Stages

(1 to 12 yrs) (13 to 15 yrs) (16 to 19 yrs)

Review to Date

By the Late Middle career stage it is apparent that the significant mean score

differential patterns on all the items and scales of the Retention questionnaire

have all but disappeared. With the exception of Instructors, age, length of

service and rank differences are no longer in evidence and differences in

attitudes to the concept of Mid-career management are no longer seen. No

differences in career motivation or resignation propensity were identified.

Some significant mean score differences between branches do persist, Engineers

and Instructors continue to report being be more educationally qualified than

do members of the other two branches. Executives continue to report lower

academic credentials. Engineers persist in being significantly less satisfied

with the management of their careers and Executives persist in being

significantly more satisfied with the management of their careers.

Instructors are significantly more prone than are others to recognize pension

entitlements as having a likely resignation influence upon them whereas

Executive branch officers report the opposite.

Engineers persist in being more sanguine about their job chances in civilian

life and Executive officers persist in being less certain of these chances.
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Career Stage Four

Late Career

20 to 24 years

Executive Branch Officers

vs

Other

Once again a summary statement would appear to deal with signifcant mean score

differences which appear between these officers and others.

Executive branch officers in this career stage appear to be significantly higher

ranking. There are, however, no corresponding differences in age or length

of service between branches.

As in the preceding three career stages the Executives are less highly qualified

educationally than are others. They are still more satisfied than others with

Navy personnel management including officer career planning. Executives still

perceive of their civilian job chances as being less rosy than do those in other

branches. They are less concerned than other officers with the desire to live

in one location as a resignation reason. (As has been shown in studies of data

provided by resigning RAN officers and Army officers the desire to live in

one location is one of the highest ranking influences in officer resignation).

Finally in terms of resignation influences Executive officers in Late career

are significantly more concerned than are others over the financial costs

associated with RAN membership (removals etc).

Career Stage Four

Late Career

20 to 24 years

Engineering Branches

vs

Others

The rank of Engineering officers is lower than others in this career stage to

a very highly significant degree. However no significant corresponding

differences in age or length of service appeared between Engineers and those
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in other branches in this career stage. As in other preceding stages, however

Engineers are significantly more highly educated (Instructors apart) and they

require a comparatively higher income than others from any prospective civilian

job.

The effects of posting turbulence on marital harmony and the financial costs

of being in the RAN (removals etc) appear to be significantly greater

resignation influences on Engineers than upon others in Late career.
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Career Stage Four

Late Career

20 to 24

Supply Branch Officers

Nil differences between Supply and other branches at this Stage.

Instructor Branch officers

Numbers were too low (n = 8) to allow for meaningful statistical treatment.

Career Stage Four

Late Career

(20 to 24 Years)

Executive, Engineering and Supply Branches

A Summary

Executive branch officers in Late career are significantly higher ranking than

members of other branches although there are no corresponding length of service

or age differentials at this point. They continue to report lower academic

credentials and lowered civilian job prospects than do others. They persist

in being more satisfied with the Navy's management of their careers and are

significantly less concerned than are members of other branches with the desire

to live in one location as a likely resignation influencu.

Engineering branch officers in Late career by contrast to their Executive branch

counterparts are significantly less higher ranking than are those in other

branches. There are no corresponding length of service or age differentials

at this point between the branches.

Engineers are still significantly more highly credentialled academically and

are seen to require a significantly higher income from any prospective civilian

job than do members of other branches.
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Engineers in Late career are significantly more prone than others to view the

effects of posting turbulence on marital harnny and the financial costs of

being in the RAN (removals etc) as being likely resignation influences upon

them. Their negative attitudes towards their career management has disappeared

by this career stage.

No data differentials appeared for Supply officers. The subsample of Instructor

officers in Late career was too small to enable parametric statistical treatment

to be applied.
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The Royal Australian Navy
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The Effects of Career Stage and Branch Membership
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Branch and Career Stage

Part 2 - Within Branches

Executive Branch

Early Career vs Early Middle Career

(1 to 12 Years) (13 to 15 Years)

Background Factors - Section 1 (of RAN Officer Retention Survey

questionnaire) *

Executive branch officers in Early career are significantly younger, lower

ranking and have less service time than their counterparts in Early Middle

career.

Significantly fewer of those in Early career tend to own their own hone but

the appear to be more highly educated. They are much more ikely to have

no children compared with those serving in Early Middle career.

Attitudes - Section 2

Executive branch officers in Early Middle career are much more attracted

to the concept of Mid career management education than are their counterparts

in Early career.

Resignation Variables - Section 3

The wives of Executive officers in Early career tend to be enployed less

than those of Executive branch officers in the Early Middle stage. Less

Early stage wives are enrolled in study courses.

Officers in Early Middle career report more exposure of their children to

ideological school teacher variables and report that thcy have been victims

of "crisis management" especially that of a traumatic nature far more

frequently than do Executive branch officers in Early career.

• Annex A
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Satisfaction with Navy Life - Section 4

Nil variations

Possible Resignation Reasons - Section 5

Promotion and pension variables are of more significant concern to Early

Middle career stage officers. However the special problems associated with

marriage to another officer is significantly more likely to constitute a

resignation influence for those in Early career.

Scales*

Executive branch officers in Early Mid career appear to have a significantly

higher mean Career Motivation level than do those in Early career.

The Family Factor is significantly less in Early career. (This Factor refers

to the resignation influence exerted by sensitivities surrounding the effect

upon the family of posting turbulence. See Annex B.)

*A description of scales referred to in this study is provided in

Annex B.
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Early Middle Career vs Late Middle Career

(13 to 15 Years) (16 to 19 Years)

Executive Branch

Background Factors

Executive officers in Early Middle career are significantly younger, lower

ranking and have less time in service than do officers in Late Middle career.

Attitudes - Nil variations

Resignation Variables

Those Executives in Early Middle career are much less actively considering

resignation than are those serving in Late Middle career. They also report

less job offers from organizations or individuals outside of the Service

and less exposure of their children to ideological beliefs held by school

teachers.

Satisfaction with Navy life

Executive officers serving in Early Middle career are significantly more

satisfied with their promotion chances than are those serving in Late Middle

career.

Scales

Executive branch officers in Early Middle career have a significantly lower

mean Career Motivation Scale score, (= higher career motivation), are more

sanguine about their Career Prospects and score significantly lower on the

Resignation Propensity Scale than do those in Late Middle career.
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Late Middle Career Stage vs Late Career Stage

(16 to 19 Years) (20 to 24 Years)

These two samples of Executive branch officers differ only on a handful of

variables and these are treated below in sunmary fashion.

Officers in Late career are older, higher ranking and have more time in

service.

Late career stage Executive officers appear to have initiated a

significantly greater number of inquiries about employment prospects outside

of the Service over the last two years than those in Late Middle career.

The former are significantly more satisfied with the fulfillment of their

joining expectations than are those in Late Middle career but those in Late

career are less career motivated.

Late Middle care Age officers report the financial costs of being in

the Service (removals etc) as being likely to be a stronger resignation

influence 'n them than do officers in Late career.
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Engineering Branch by Career Stage

Early Career vs Early Middle Career

(I to 12 Years) (13 to 15 Years)

Background Factors

There are no statistically significant age or rank differences between the

two groups but the mean length of service time for the Early career stage

Engineers is significantly less than for those in Early Middle career.

Academic credentials appear to be higher amongst those in Early career.

Families of these menbers also tend more to have no children, to report less

home ownership and to be significantly less affected by financial costs due

to Service reasons (eg removals) than do those Engineers in the Early Middle

career stage.

Attitudes

Nil variations between groups.

Resignation variables

Nil variations

Satisfaction with Navy life

Nil variations

Resignation Reasons

Nil variations

Scales

The Family Factor Scale scores are higher for the Early Middle group than

amongst those in Early career.
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Early Middle Career Vs Late Middle Career

(13 to 15 years) (16 to 19 Years)

Apart from a significant mean differential in length of service time no

variations were observed between incumbents of these two stages on any of

the variables included under the headings of Background Factors, Attitudes,

Satisfactions, Resignation Variables, Resignation Reasons and Scales.

Late Middle Career vs Late Career

(16 to 19 Years) (20 to 24 years)

Although those Engineers in the Late Middle career group are significantly

younger and have less mean service time there is no significant differences

in rank.

Those in Late Middle career appear to possess a significantly higher mean

educational level than those in Late career. The only other item on which

scores show a statistically significant mean difference is a Satisfaction

scale item. Late Middle career stage Engineer officers feel that they are

not doing as well in the Navy as they could in civilian life. No other

significant mean score differences were observed.
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Supply Branch Career Stage

Early Career Stage vs Early Middle Career Stage

(I to 12 Years) (13 to 15 Years)

Background Factors

Supply officers in Early career are younger, lower ranking and have less

service time than do officers in Early Middle career. Significantly more

officers in Early Middle career report owning their own homes and more report

financial losses (on house sales etc) directly due to Service reasons.

Attitudes

Nil variations

Resignation Variables

Those Supply officers in Early career who are actively contemplating

resignation tend to be planning for it to occur significantly more in the

short term (1 to 12 months) than in the long term.

Satisfaction with Navy Life

Nil variations.

Reasons for Resignation

Supply officers serving in Early career tend to be significantly less

concerned with pension variables than do those in Early Middle career. More

Early career Supply officers rate income perceived available in civilian

life as being a significantly greater likely resignation influence on them

than do their counterparts in Early Middle career.
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Early Middle Career Stage vs Late Middle Career Stage

(13 to 15 Years) (16 to 19 Years)

Background Factors

There were no age or rank differences between Supply branch officers in these

two stages but those in Early Middle career had much less service time to

their credit to a very highly significant degree.

There were no significant variations between mean scores on Attitudes,

Resignation, Variables, Satisfaction with Navy Life, Resignation reasons

or on the Scales.

Late Middle Career stage vs Late Career Stage

(16 to 19 Years) (20 to 24 Years)

Background Factors

Supply branch officers in Late Middle career tend to a significant degree

to be younger, lo.;er ranking and to have lesser time in service than their

counterparts in Late career.

Apart from these factors no other significant variations between mean scores

on other variables or scales were observed between Supply branch officers

in these career stages.
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Instructor Branch by Career Stage

Because of small numbers of Instructor officers overall sane of the career

stage sub-sanple sizes fall below the permissable limit required to obtain

reliable results by the application of parametric statistical methods of

analysis. This refers mainly to Late Middle and Late career stages.
Therefore the results of only one comparison are available for Instructor

officers, that between Early and Early Middle career. In the event only

three significant differentials were observed, i.e. there are highly

significant mean length of service and rank differentials between Instructors

in Early and Early Middle career in the expected direction.

In addition those in Early Middle career report encountering much more family

trau-na due to "crisis management" than do those Instructors in Early career.

No other mean score differences occurred.
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A Sumary of Part 2

Early and Early Middle Career

(I to 12 Years) (13 to 15 Years)

b All Branches

0 Background Factors - Section 1

Officers in the Executive and the Supply branches who are in their Early

career stage are significantly younger, lower ranking and have served less

time than those in the next stage, a not unexpected result. All branches

tend to have a lower level of home ownership in Early career. Executives

and Engineers tend to have a higher mean level of education in Early career

ccmpared with their counterparts in Early Middle career and they tend to

have no-children families more frequently than Supply or Instructor officers.

Most background factors which differ significantly by branch are seen to

be linked with age and length of service. For instance, Engineering and

Supply branch officers in Early Middle career report incurring significantly

more financial costs due to Service reasons than those in Early career in

the other branches.

There are length of service differences but no significant age or rank

differences between Engineering officers in these two career groups. There

are significant length of service and rank differentials for Instructor

officers between Early and Early Middle career group but no significant mean

age differences.

Attitudes - Section 2

There are no significant mean attitudinal differences between the Early and

Early Middle career groups for either Engineers, Supply or Instructor

officers. Executive branch officers in Early Middle career are significantly

more attracted to the concept of Mid-career management training than are

Executive branch officers in their Early career stages.
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Resignation Variables (Section 3)

No significant mean differences in variables treated under this heading

are observed for Engineering branch officers. Wives of Executive branch

officers in Early Middle career are significantly more likely to be employed

and significantly more of their wives are enrolled in study courses in an

officer's Early Middle career than are found among those serving in Early

career.

Supply branch officers who are actively pondering resignation tend to be

planning the event to occur significantly more in the short term (i.e.

within one year) than are their counterparts in Early Middle career.

Executive branch officers in this latter career stage additionally report

more exposure of their children to ideological school-teacher variables and

that they have been significantly more frequently victims of crisis

management, especially that of a traumatic kind, than those in Early career

in other branches.

Instructors also report significantly more trauma associated with crisis

management in Early Middle career.

Satisfaction with Navy Life - Section 4

There are no variations between Early and Early Middle career stages on

variables covered under this heading for any of the four branches studied.

Possible Resignation Reasons - Section 5

Promotion and pension variables are more likely to be resignation influences

amongst Executives officers serving in Early Mid career. Those serving in

Early career report that the special problems of being married to another

officer are significantly more likely to be a resignation influence for them

rather than for those Executive officers in Early Middle career.
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Pension variables are seen by significantly more Supply officers in Early

Middle career to be a likely resignation influence than they are by Early

career stage Supply officers. Higher income perceived available to them

in civilian life is a greater potential resignation influence amongst Supply

officers in their Early careers than it is amongst those in Early Middle

career.

Engineering branch officers show no mean differences between the two career

stages on the variables discussed under this heading.

Scales

The Family Factor is of significantly greater weight as a resignation

influence with both Engineering and Executive branch officers in Early Middle

career than it is with their counterparts in Early career.

Executive branch officers in Early Middle career possess significantly more

career motivation than do those in their Early career in that branch. There

were no scale variations between career stages for Supply branch officers.

A Review - Early vs Early Middle Career Stages

In regard to the results which have emerged from the comparisons described

and discussed above much of it is capable of explanation by resort to the

realities of the age, length of service, employment (and deployment) of

RAN Executive and Engineering officers compared with Supply and Instructor

officers. The latter as a rule would be likely to experience relatively

less posting turbulence than would members of the Executive or Engineering

branches. This appears to explain the greater significance of the Family

Factor and associated variables as possible resignation influences which

emerges in Early Middle career for both Executive and Engineering branch

officers compared with Supply officers or Instructors.

Variables of more unique interest which differentiate between Early and Early

Middle career stages within the Executive branch are listed below.
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Executive Branch

More Executive branch wives work and/or enroll in study courses in Early

Middle career compared with Early career. These phenomena appear to be

confined to this branch. The special problem associated with marriage

to another officer appears to be a likely resignation reason of special and

unique pertinence to Executive officers in Early career than later.

Executive branch officers in Early Middle career possess an uniquely high

level of career motivation compared with those in Early career. This tends

to support other observations made on the total sample, (Salas, 1989). One

final characteristic difference between career stages is the disposition

of Executive officers to be significantly more attracted to the concept of

Mid career education than their brethren in Early career.

Most of the differences between these career stages witnessed in the other

branches studied here (EN,SU,IT) are not judged to be of compelling interest.

They appear to be plausibly explained by differential employment realities.
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Table 1

(frcm p.10, Salas, 1989)

Results

t values and probability levels for mean scale score and mean item score

differences between officers in successive career stages.

1 2 3

Early (1-12 yrs) Early Mid Late Mid

vs vs vs

Early Mid (13-15 Yrs) Late Mid (16-19 yrs) Late (20+yrs)

Scales t p t p t p

Family Factor (FF) -7.16 .000

Resignation Prop (RP) -3.54 .000

Career Motiv. (C 4)# 2.89 .004 -4.00 .000 -5.06 .000

Navy Commitment (CS) -3.15 .002

Satisfaction

with Navy (SQ) -2.96 .003

Item

Pension* -4.99 .000

Pension

uncertainty* -5.91 .001

Higher civilian

income* 3.59 .000

Frustration

with DOD -3.56 .002

Promotion

unlikely* -3.14 .002

Try civ. life* -3.42 .000 -3.44 .001

Freq. of job

inquiries -3.83 .000

Resignation

thinking -5.3 .000 -7.9 .000

# higher C4S score = lower career motivation

* as a resignation influence
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Comparison With Past Results of Other Studies

The results in Table 1 above, extracted from a previous study (Salas,1989)

may now be re-interpreted in terns of those produced so far here.

The significant mean differences in the total sample between those in Early

career (n = 571) and those in Early Middle career (n = 162) in scores on

the Family Factor Scale and on the Career Motivation Scale (see Table 1

above, column 1) now appear to be possibly due to the influence exerted

on the overall responses by the attitudes of Executive and Engineering branch

officers, in the case of the Family Factor and of the Executive branch

responses in the Career Motivation Scale differential. These effects appear

to have their focus in Early Middle career. Interest in pension matters

which appeared in Early Mid career in the Table 1 appears from the present

results to be likely to be due to the possible influence of the response

patterns of Executive and Supply branch officers.

The career stage differential in Column 1 of the Table 1 above on the item

concerning the attractions of a higher civilian salaries for the total sample

now appears to be possibly influenced by the responses of Supply officers.

The other remaining point of difference between Early and Early Mid career

stages in the main sample as indicated in Column 1 of Table 1, frustration

with the DOD, does not appear in the present within-branch analyses.

Executive officers in Early Middle career are more significantly concerned

with likely lack of promotion as a possible resignation variable than are

their career stage counterparts in other branches. Thus the significant

mean differential on this topic shown in Table I to exist between these two

career stages for the main sample (t = -3.14, p = .002) seems likely to be

due in some part to the influence of the responses made by Executive branch

officers to this survey item.

Table 2 below, represents Column 1, extracted from the Table above for

clarity, with annotations reflecting these conclusions
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Table 2

(Modified from Salas, (1989, p.10)

t values and probability levels for mean scale score and mean item score

differences between officers in successive career stages.

Total Sample

Early Career (1-12yrs)

vs

Early Mid Career (13-15 yrs)

Column 1

Scales t p

Family Factor (FF) -7.16 .000 (EX, EN)

Resignation Propensity (RP)

Career Motivation (CN)# 2.89 .004 (EX)

Navy Comitment (CS)

Satisfaction

with Navy Life(SQ)

Items

Pension* -4.99 .000 (EX, SU)

Pension uncertainty* -5.91 .001 (EX, SU)

Higher civilian income* 3.59 .000 (SU)

Frustration with DOD* -3.56 .002

Promotion unlikely* -3.14 .002 (EX)

Try civilian life*

Frequency of job inquiries (Section 3, iLem 9)

Expections met (Section 4, item 10)

Resignation thinking (Section 3, item 2)

4 higher CMS score = lower career motivation

* as a resignation influence. See Section 5 of Retention Survey

questionnaire at Annex A.

,m, i 6 -
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Early Middle vs Late Middle Career Stage

(13 to 15 Years) (16 to 19 years)

n = 162 n = 223

A Review Across Branches

When compared with officers serving in the Late Middle career stage all those

in Early Middle career had significantly less time in service.

However there were no significant rank or age differences for Engineers or

Supply officers between these two stages. Executive officers in Early Middle

career tended additionally to be significantly younger and lower ranking

than their counterparts in Late Middle career.

The only other significant mean score differences between these two career

stages was confined to officers on the Executive branch. Those serving in

Early Middle career were significantly more satisfied with their chances

of promotion than were those Executive officers serving in Late Middle

career. In addition those Executive officers in Late Middle career were

actively considering resignation to a more significant degree, had less

career motivation and had a significantly higher score on the Resignation

Propensity scale (Salas 1988a,b). They also reported significantly more

job offers from civilian organizations or individuals than did those

Executive officers serving in the Early Middle career stage. Officers in

this latter stage were significantly more satisfied with their Career

Prospects than were those in Late Middle career. The above data are

transferred to the Column 2 of a modified version of Table 1 with the

following results.
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Table 3

(Modified from Salas 1989, plO)

t values and probability levels for mean scale score and mean item score

differences between officers in successive career stages.

Total Sample

1 2

Early Career (1-12 yrs) Early Mid Career

Vs Vs

Early Mid Career (13-15 yrs) Late Mid Career (16-19 yrs)

Scales t p t p

Family Factor (FF) -7.16 .000 (EX,EN)

Resignation Propensity (RP) -3.54 .000 (EX)

Career Motiv. (CM)# 2.89 .004 (EX) -4.00 .000 (EX)

Navy Commitment (CS)

Satisfaction

with Navy Life (SQ)

Items

Pension* -4.99 .000 (EX,SU)

Pension

uncertainty* -5.91 .001 (EX, SU)

Higher civilian

income* 3.59 .000 (SU)

Frustrat ion

with DOD* -3.56 .002

Promot ion

unlikely* -3.14 .002 (EX)

Try civ. life* -3.42 .000

Freq. of job (Section 3, item 9)

inquiries

Expectations met (Section 4, item 10)

Resignation

thinking (Section 3, item 2) -5.3 .000 (EX)

# higher C4S score = lower career motivation
* as a resignation influence. See Section 5 of Retention Questionnaire

at Annex A
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Summary

Late Middle Career Vs Late Career

(16 to 19 Years) (20 to 24 Years)

n = 223 n = 356

A Review Across Branches

Officers of all branches in their Late career stage had served significantly

longer than their counterparts in Late Middle career and with the exception

of Engineers were also higher ranking. Members of all branches in Late

career were older. Late career stage Engineers were significantly more

highly educated and felt that they were doing significantly better in the

Navy than they could in civilian life than did those Engineers in Late Middle

career.

Apart from this, no other significant mean item or scale score differences

were observed between Engineering branch officers in these two stages. As

far as Supply branch officers were concerned, the age, rank and length of

service differentials discussed above were the only ones observed between

Supply officers in these career stages. There were not sufficient Instructor

officers in these two career stages to enable legitimate statistical

comparisons.

Executive branch members serving in Late career had actively initiated

significantly more job inquiries over the past two years than had those

Executives in Late Middle career. Despite being significantly more satisfied

with the fulfillment of their joining expectations Executive officers in

Late career were significantly less career motivated than were those in Late

Middle career. Executive branch officers serving in Late Middle career

were more prone than were their fellows in Late career to regard the

financial costs of being in the Service (removals etc) as being a likely

reason for their resignation.

Table 4 below, shows the extent of the likely influencu of branch specific

response patterns on career stage differentials found in the total Retention

survey sample
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Table 4

(Modified from Salas 1989, p.10)

t values and probability levels for mean scale score and mean item score

differences between officers in successive career stages.

Total Sample

1 2 3

Early (1-12 yrs) Early Late Mid

Vs Vs Vs

Early Mid (13-15 yrs) Late Mid (16-19 yrs) Late (20+ yrs)

Scales t p t p t p

Family Factor (FF) -7.16 .000 (EX, EN)

Resignation Propensity (RP) -3.54 .000 (EX)

Career Motiv. (CM)#( 2.89 .004 (EX) -4.00 .000 (EX) -5.06 .000(EX)

Navy commitment (CS) -3.15 .002

Satisfaction

with Navy Life (SQ) -2.96 .003

Items

Pension* -4.99 .000 (EX)

Pension

uncertainty* -5.91 .001 (EX, SU)

Higher civilian

income* 3.59 .000 (SU)

Frustration

with DOD* -3.56 .002

Promot ion

unlikely* -3.14 .002 (EX)

Try civ. life* 3.42 .000 -3.44 .001

Freq. of job

inquiries (Section 3, item 9) -3.83 .000(EX)

Expectations met (Section 4, item 10) -3.48 .000(EX)

Resignation

thinking (Section 3, item 2) -5.3 .000(EX) -7.9 .000(EX)

higher CMS score = lower career motivation

* as a resignation influence. See Section 5 of retention Questionnaire at

Annex A.
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Comment

Of the eighteen significant mean differences between career stages for the

total Retention survey sample in Table 4 above, eleven referred to a

particular subsample, the Executive branch. Nine of these diffciuit vals were

negative and oriented in the direction of increased length of service, bar

one, the Career Motivation score in Early Mid career. The bulk were

concerned with topics linked to resignation in one way or another.

The Executive branch is by far the biggest, comprising about 50% of RAN

officer strength. This, however, in no way influences the above results

which are based on mean, or average, score differentials.

The response patterns of officers in the Engineering and Supply branches

would appear not to have exerted such an influence on the size of the total

sample mean differentials.

These results appear to represent genuine branch phenomena.

Conclusions

When discussing the effects of career stage upon the attitudes of male [AN

officers we appear to be talking, in the main, about the Executive branch.

This conclusion is not based on the Table 4 data alone. Career stage by

career stage it has been clear that Executive branch members have differed

significantly from those in the preceding stage over more and a wider range

of variables from demographic, background factors to psychometrically scaled

attitudinal constructs, ccmpared with those of other branches.

Reference was made earlier to the contrasting employments and deployment

of menbers of the Executive and Engineering branches when compared to those

serving in other branches as being likely to constitute a basis for

explaining certain effects. Since the present analysis is based on

comparison of successive stages of service along an axis from 1 to 24 years

many of the effects observed here must also be construed as being functions

of length of service, life experience and age. However, even after

explaining some of the differences reported in term of these variables i.e.

employment differentials, age, life experience and length of service, other
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unique-seeming phenomena remain which call for interpretation. For example

why do Executive branch officers report relatively greater satisfaction with
"the quality of the RAN Personnel Management (including Officer Career

Planning" (Section 3, item 9) on a consistent basis over most of their

careers when attitudes towards these and other functions of the Director

of Naval Officer Postings across the total Retention survey sample are mostly

negative, especially amongst young officers who are entertaining thoughts

of resignation (Salas, 1987).

On the other hand why do Engineers in particular consistently report negative

attitudes towards the effectiveness of Navy management and why do Instructor

officers in particular regard the Dream Sheet as Lnefffective? why do

Executive branch officers in Early Middle career show a higher level of

career motivation than do their counterparts in Early career? Why do

Executive officers in Late Middle career exhibit a higher level of

resignation propensity and a lower level of career motivation than their

counterparts in Early Middle career? Why do Executive officers in Late

Middle career report that their joining expectations had not been met?

Explanations of these results do not fall within the purview of the present

analysis. However, it would be interesting to discover if the response

patterns of officers from other Services exhibited the same or similar

variations across the same four career stages used in the present model.

A re-analysis of the Jans (1988) tri-Service data along the above lines could

be a convenient point of departure for those seeking answers. Needless to

say, a further breakdown of those data by Corps or Branches as is outlined

here, might provide further insight.
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North West Cap. .......... 0 W 0xg3 &F
Adelaide Area ............... 0 O00 @0S

I-



I ' Present Posting SECTION 2
- Brisbane ........................ 0 0000

Cairns ............................ 0 OW@1S 1. Officers have expressed the observation that there are
Darwin Area .................. 0 0@®@0 comparatively few billets at future rank levels which have
Hobart ............................ 0 C-22 - much interest in them. This implies posting an officer to
Overseas..... ...... 0 0 positions for which he/she is not a volunteer. How does. or

will, this situation apply to you?

Very much 0. 2 2 I.r .2 Not at ai!

Please write in Section 6 any feasible solutions

22. Posting Preferences you may have for the above problem.
2. An unofficial suggestion has been made that members be

- Present posting ®(!)LDO - Officers Tng g '®® given access to whole or part of their long service money
Sailors Training QC@&QC) Exchange O©?Q®® when it becomes due. Some thousands of dollars would be

-Sea Going DOG® ® Joint Staff O@®G involved. What is your reaction to this idea?
-Minor Unit 002@Q,.JC0 Trmg Devol. (aQ@)C

- - Major Unit ,C2,03 &@G Tmg Qual Extremely favourable .................... 0
- Staff - Ops (Gen) 0QO@ ,.")G Control 0 @Q Highly favourable ..................................... C

Staff- Manpower (D290 Staff -Ops Favourable ........................................... 0
Supply Mgt 02C3,C (Cntel) O @l@ Unsue ............................ 0
CDSC/SWSC 0Q0@ Staff- Project Not favourable .................................... 0

- lLS 0@02@0 Mg. ., @()
I ", Med @OG)5 Flying 0 'O30 3. How frequently are you frustrated at the lack of decision

Est Id Staff 0@GO)O Pes Fin Mgt 0@@ making opportunities ( including the signing of
- Fire Protection @O0G@ Movcment/Tpt 001Os correspondence, signals and documents) for one of yc c rank

RecntisIng CW0) @ Hospital 0@®® level?
Test Flying T(Q@0 Security 0 0G@2G
Dockyard ,, ®G EDP C2®? GT Continually ....................

03@ 1,.4 Il Frequently ...................... .............Ca sh Dcties 3C Submarine (L2.@243) F..q...........
Secretarial 0zC Flying Instructor O0)-0 Sometimes ........................ C
Storcs 021@)G Overseeing O @rD'3 ® Never ....................................................... C

4. How are you attracted to the concept of Mid Career
Management Education for those officers who not have a
previous opportunity for obtaining degree qualifications?

23. Courses Desired Very strongly ........................................... C

S trongly .................... ........................... 0
M ildly ................................................. . ..

Single Service Joint Service StaffC0-G Uncertain ............................ C
Staff O i(D(SG. Ships Diving Q ,O)® Not attracted ........................................ C

Language 0 ® Hydrography 01)(®0 Against it ...... .. .. ............. 0
MCD &®D®O Meteorology 0000® 5. What is your estimation of 'he level of esteem in which the
Oceanography 0000® PWO (C) 0 2@& RAN is held by the civilian population at present?
PWO (ASW) 0D@ @GQ PWO (G) 0 ®
PWO (D) ( @®@ APWO ( G @) Very high ......... ............ 0

- PWO (N) 0(I-I Submarine OO(® High ..............................
AJC Q(Q®® Observer ®@® Uncertain ......................... C
Pilot 0 ) ®@@ ® QHI Low ................................................... 0
QFI o®D@ Post Graduate 0,Ct2@ Very low .......................... .
Test Pilot ®@ D5 FIT Civ School C@,@O
I.S C2@ LEDC/Fit ®Y02 @ 7. Have you been properly trained for your present job?
Project Mgt (_, C,,,; U W Med r,®, ID
EDP ®OGO@ , RAF Aero 00@®® Yes, fully 0 Yes, partially 0
Joint Serv NBC ®Oo)®® Systems O @ (
NAVIC C)C0® Tmg - Admn 0QG®G Not really trained 0 Not applicable C
Tmg - Tmg -Qua]

Anal/Desgn O@s@) Control 0OGG
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Reporting 6. Numbers of resigning officers express coicern as what thas __

tie-tribe as the erosion of benefits and conditions of scs-;ee -

S. Howv satisfied are you -with the current RAN Officer Show thec extent of your agrremcent with this assertion as a
Personal Reporting System? possible resignation factor in your case.

Vey atsfed C~~?-fC Mo Voafid lery strongly C? '$C Ver rtrongly

agree disagree.
9. How satisfied nr u% idi the quality of the RAN

Personl ?sa~ i is 'Iuding Oftit-ezr Caree-r Planne? ~ in Epe et1

Sroisrrr~ V? Most zunsatisfied 7. Have you had one or more job offer fr m n jG octrto r-

individuals otttsidn- the- Service over the past 2 yeaws?
* il. How effecti- do y-ou Lbnk is the dream sheer syvrcto?[N..............................Very et, cli~e Csclcss ne..................................

I C' ' ~ cs One.............. ......
j 2o.-3..................................... 0

S. At present how certain do you fedl that you could get
satisfttctory employment in civilian life without mucht

RES IGNATION tobe

1. Havue %,ou c% er consiticrcd resigning? Very certain................................ C
YFairly.......... Urteetji.. ......................C

*No ......................................... C Not Applicable.....................
If yu anwerd 'Ys, letis necif in9. Have you actively initiated enquiries abotit o-_ or mere
If yu anwerd 'Ys',pleae seci~ inenployment prospects outside of te Service over tie pass

Section 6 Nvhen and for whawt reaqson you two years?
F changed your mind on that'thttse occasion(s).

At pnrcet, how., activeE atrc %os considering resignation? No ........................................
Yes, one.. ......................

Very actively Pl'CC ot conrsider m z Yes,?2 or. .........................D

I .t at ail. Yes, more than 3 ........................ 0

Note: The tnext three questions are to be only answered by those If you answered Yes shove, what triggered these
w ho answvered 6:7or5 to Question 2. Othe-rs please go to oM) (explain briefly in Section 6)
Question, 6.

10. I-lw many of thes-, were related directly to your Navy
3. Please give an estimated time frame in which yousr employment?

rnepar rsignstios is most likely to be itnplem.nten.N/. ........... 9

N/A..........e.............................
0N2ones .3...t...7.2...n QOn ... ............................... 0

Some......................................i'
13-18 m~ths C 19.30 mtls 0, 30 + mths QMost.................. ...................... 0

Al ......................................... o0
4. Is there any chance that your proposed resignation could be 11. How attractive does the idea of career employment in.

averted or deferred? civihl life appear to you at preseaf'

No chane" ................................... C
Could be deferred ......................... o Very %a: su'e Very
Coulid be asere..........................Cr ato'active 2.?~ O uatcie
Nor sure .................. ................ .. .0C 0 uatatv

12. Would yes leave the Serice wvithoi a job to go to
5. What action, within reason, do you consider upen resienation?

that the Nivy% (ESNOPI could tatke, in your case,
to either as crt or defer your proposed Yes.......................................... 0
resignation ? Pltease ateso~er in Section 6. No ....................................... C

Maybt ................ . ..................... o C)_



13. What kind of civil employme,,nt would yocu Spous's Empynnt,ijEducato

m20. Does y.our spouse cu.rntl, or utsuallY wvork at paal

Self cmpIoyrnent ....................... emplo% ment?
- Public Servicce..... ..... ......

14. Required income fromne ,r,'rospctive civil job N ,t na c~~c ................. ............

Not applicable..... ...................... It 5ou an YcesXv o. Somezinnes the, itemn .jbsv pleese
Lanss thin 50% of curren! gross salary ........ 2) mists Qa-utlioius 21-- 22

-50%-90ci of rurr:ic gross salary ............... 0
-90-IV.0 of c=rcenr gross slary 0..1.................s e'-1..:o it hc

More than I !O'c ef current cross salary ...... 0

15. How does your Nay2) p'iy ( allowannces. benefins ctc.) pcet-titn........... .... ...... ........ ..
comtpare wit the inciic% you think you could expect to Hom. basd .........................
rceive in civilian life?! (Jut buss-ss .............................

Muceh better ML~O' ) frt nosae Ihr.............
I21. MLAr ass of th o~-ieSzcnetr.cnts ;vhixhap.

Return of service Obligation (ROSO) ra n oyusos-m~e-!%d

To b coplceJ y dos offcer, crrerk. r~i17tioel maintain fankily lIt- ' rtlxra..........
Tobccmpeedbytos ftccscurnty evigto he';r improveC family l1-i!me sL;anda.:rd .............-

-under a ROSO to fard1 speciz -c activat-:es or prts~cs such as .

C 1. How long was the perid of the ROSO which yot Incst; Lis nanl as appl:5
incurred'? Children's educanior. i:sclulmg !hli: rmslmurai

cad sr< "mrg p t . ........... .....
-lye Olo 2 vs C Morecthan 2y-, C Ss %usc's own edtCJeat;orcaseer efforzs.

-m I rmbuvmg acuis'rres...........................
rca: huynE..... .............. .

17. Frotm today, tow losv wvill it, be before your ROSO fLnily vacaton Aieuic_ prfjas............
termnrates? to casaittl ....... s. ..

p,)t- Ser,-icc fiTy cb.:exuch...............
Less tian lyr 0 I to 2 yes C More than. 2 yes .......................... ..

fo oher...... o......................-..... ......

IS. Wh.at are your likely intLentions following the termination............
-of your ROSO? 23. Is your spouse rtsrl li :n any, stud, courses ssnhtc reqLee

hr/is atr lanc, at lecures el-,

-Not sure ................................ C. Ye ........ ......... ................
-Make a Navy career................................0 No0............ . .. .............. .......

'Not appl:,-able.......................
19. FIsv committed do you feel to te idea of a Navy Ifso !,as a swe r the full~iawin

career?

-Not cottitnittcc at al.................. .......... 0 2.!. Is 01, s cdy
Some comnitiuvr,t............................

-Very committed .................................. 0 Fuil-time. ..........
,,art-time.. ...................... ........

2', Le vel r.f study

Terfiacy acadetr. ...... ..........
'lAFE certificate .......
Secu dary ............ ..................

.....e ................ .. ............



6. Do you feel in general that you are doing better in the Navy |
26. Have you ever been concerned that your children may be than you could in civilian life?

exposed, on occasion, to a variety of socialideological
beliefs held by their school teachers? Very much better 0®7C @ Q03 Very much worse

Yes. often .......................................... 0 0
Occasionally............. .................. 0 7. Do you think yu have improved and bettered yourself
Never ..................................................... C by being in the Navy?
Not applicable ................. 0....

Very much so 0 ® -" Not at all

27. To what extenit have you and,/or your family been hiz
svctims of Nvhat is termed "crisis management'"? 8. How satisfied are you with your Navy pay?

O ften ...................... ...................... .. 0
Sonetimes .................... 0 Very saisfied Oi C Very dissatisfied.
N ever ................................................. 0
Not Applicable ................................ 0 9. How do you feel with your current Navy job?

2S. If so. how traumatic ha.s this been to all concerned? Very satisfied 0 -iO C C) Very dissatisfied.

Very traumatic ....................................... 0 10. Men and women coming into the Navy expect things from
Upsetting ............................................... 0 their future Navy life. How well would you say that your -

M ildly upsetting .................................... Q expectations have been met?
Non traumatic ......... .................... 0
Not applicable ....................................... 0 Much better than C7 o®G@®o Much worse than

expected expected.

SETO 11. At present, how committed do you feel to the idea of a
Navy career?

Belcv is a list of questions on how you feel about the
Navy. Read each statement and mark your answer by Very coniotied , Not committed
filling in the response that indicates how you feel one was at all
or the other. 12. How satisfied are you with your Navy career to date?

I. flow well do you think the Navy is run? Very saified C ( -OCC) Very dissatisfied. -

Very well 0 C@SOG00 Very badly
13. How satisfied are you that you chose chose to join the

Navy over other careers asilable?
2. What sort of chance does the Navy give you to show

what you can do? Very satisfied 0 ., Z@ 0Q Very dissatisfied -

A very good C,9@G(Q()A very poor
chance chance 14. 1 find that my values and Navy values are very similar

3. In general, how do you feel about life in the Navy? Stongly agree 0/®®G(DD Strongly disagree

Very satisfied QT( )QQ0 Very dissati~fied.
15. Navy membership has a great deal of personal meaning

. Ilow do you feel about making the Navy your career? for me.

Very keen to "7_'5' 5'.'5i Don't want to S:ongly agree &'p@ C3C'G Strongly disagree

5. How do you feel about Your chances of promotion in 16. How strong is your sense of oblgation to the Navy?
the Navy?

Very strong C ' 02 D Non existent
Sa:isfied C C3 Ti(2C Dissa'i.,fied.

Ii -
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- REASONS FOR RES!GNA I !ON

PIC oTipc a c .-- :,ov anth irrdoa:rite by intuldng Lho appropriate response posrion, how much

rrricncc eachl of rt.'e fzoter7 might zortrlbutz to your decision to resien from the R.N.
c(Noc,: Singfe Oo'rice- aie to gn.'e ooers 1, 2, 3.4 and 5.)

Sir Of x- ai mv' i, --

A. No i -nce on decisiwn.
- B. Some tor.nc- ,.cc di -io

C.N-!Cn on 5ecislcoa
D G.,at inseuon'} on d.i isiot.

EMost iflnc i on "decision j A. B. C. D. E.

I . EffectS of po)ing tu !b:1ec% on suse's ejlcation ........................ C'
Efrt',s of pcsting turbulmnze on spou's emnplo-rmt ................ .,
E'rchs or pos rg tc-bn 2lr , zLo l , . .............................

4 Effects of postng turbulence on h "drs " .... ........
-(if applicablc)

5- Spouse's atow ' to your RAN ser,;c, .. ....................... ................... C i ) Z c- C
6 Desire to live in one locaijon ............................................................. ( . , 5 © C
7. Desire to obtair, DFRDB boncfis ............................................................. C r4 D Q C
8. Uncertuiot about futtue Policy oi DFROB bnefi a .................. - Q © Q
9. Promotior. expcCtions unlikely to he et ..... .......... .... (C © ©
10. Unatractivencss of likely fature posting loatins or

jo bs .................... ........... ......................... . (C © .. ..
I1. Non. use or risu.c of yo osc. sk s ...... -................ C © © Z'Des:,iof tOt '!' vo L , ,-.'s i n vo nm..: , n .. ................................... f

1. Eeesi. to tr. ?.etu- r.lents in a ;i' te cJ;ar enust '7!..... . '7g '© C) il
t3. Bhelt" that you carnz nebteve an'. further significant

con.ibutic n to RA ............................... .......... . .......... - © CD
f4. Frustration ,ith effore to achieve prt eive RA.N objectives

,ithin curmen: def.nce organizational system ... ........... C 0 C, 0 C
15. Arc-action of higher income Outof RAN .......................................... 0 -) C

-6. Dissatisfaction with RAN housmig scheme ................................. ........... E" 8) C - C
17. Financial costs of being in RAN (eg, removals) .............. 0 n2 O 0 C
18. The special problems ans;ociated with rniage to

another O fficer .................................................................................. ' (C RI

E',m~i, 0(fice rs onlIy.
19. Pregnancy ................. .......................... ........................................ , (C © OD
20. -ive offsping and cnt mix child reaing vAith a Navy

ca ee r ............................................................... ....................... .. ( , © C
2-. Consider amount of matermity leave is inadequate .................. a) © C
22. Posting vith spt use/,i'acrer i., im posible ....................................... (, -) © (D
23. Res:rinjed carec;: onrcas Zo. kei; s................ . (C

olecd on th, e s; .n ',, ' . .. r..... .... .
24. Frustmerel wit hasino to i . . . .,.cra ::.

Scr ic .e u '.'.d '- Is m . .......... .... . ...... .
25. Have marri.:,J or mnd marri:,.,.re'cssoned

o , ... ... ....... S

s-"Ye n n . g ; . .. ; .Z' .I ..... ........ .........

... .t d ' to ...... .. ......... .. ..... ............... ............................. C"

... . ou e r .a.o ...... , . ..'. .. . . '.. ..



SECTION 6 Today's Date .................... I __

Please write down your responses to the following questions relating to matters raised in the previous Sections.. This
Section will be detached and treated separately. Your name is not required, only your _

1. A ge ........................... 2. Sex ........................... and 3. Length of Service .......................

4. Do you have any solutions to the problem of posting Officers to billet.. in which they have no interest?
(Refer Section 2, Q.l

5. Which of your particular skills do you feel that the Navy may have under-used or mis-used?

6. At your present career point what would constitute for you, an unattractive posting?

7. For those not committed, what are the main general factors prohibiting you making the R.A.N. a permanent career?

8. If you have ever considered resigning when and for what reason did you change your mind on tha,,tthose occasion(s)?
(Refer Section 3, Ql)

9. If you are actively considering resignation, what action do you consider that the Navy (DNOP) could take, in your
case, to either avert or defer your proposed resignation?(Refer Section 3, Q.5)

10. If you have made any inquiries about civilian employment prospects within the last year or so what triggered these
off? (Refer Section 3, Q.9)

11. Please specify any particular personal or domestic effects caused by "posting turbulence" in your case.

12. Please specify any particular dissatisfaction you may have or have had with financial conditions of Service.

Thank you for your Co-operation

111-
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Annex B

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SCALES

CAREER MOTIVATION

As noted above, the Career Motivation Scale (CMS) measures the

extent of the desire to continue serving.

The scale is comprised of the following items from the Retention

Survey Questionnaire. The Section and item numbers follow in parentheses.

1. At present how actively are you considering resignation? ($3Q2)

2. Please give an estimated time-frame in which your contemplated

resignation is most likely to be implemented. (S3Q3)

3. At present, how certain do you feel that you could get

satisfactory employment in civilian life without much trouble?

(S3Q8)

4. Have you actively initiated enquiries about one or more emplonent

prospects outside the Service over the past 2 years? ($3Q9)

5. How many of these enquiries were related to your Navy employment?

(S3QIO)

N.B. For this scale, the iters were keyed so that a high score

indicated a low level of motivation to continue serving and vice-versa.

This should be remembered when interpreting Tabled data

The CMS proved to be unifactorial with a reliability coefficient

(alpha) of 0.71. This is a satisfactory result and one which could

probably be improved upon. All items were generated by the present writer.



NAVY COMMITMENT SCALE

The following six items were included in the Retention Survey

Questionnaire with the aim of measuring officer commitment to a Naval

career.

Canitment Scale item - Retention Survey (Section 4)

Item

At present, how committed do you feel to the idea of a Navy career? (11)

How satisfied are you with your Navy career to date? (12)

How satisfied are you that you chose to join the Navy over the

other careers available? (13)

I find that my values and Navy values are very similar (14)

Navy membership has a great deal of personal meaning for me (15)

How strong is your sense of obligation to the Navy? (16)

This scale is unifactorial with a reliability coefficient (alpha) of .84

The above instrument was constructed to test the role of

organizational commitment amongst RAN officers. A description of the

construct is covered in Mowday et al (1982). Broadly speaking, it

describes the proclivity possessed by a member of an organization by which

he identifies with it to the extent that he views the goals and aims of

the organization as HIS goals and aims, its values as HIS values and,

figuratively speaking, its existence as HIS existence. Associated with

these feelings are a desire to continue to maintain contact with the

organization and to repudiate membership of other organizations.



vA

The first three items were generated by the present writer.

The "careers available" item was designed to substantiate the choice for

a Navy career over alternatives. The "career to date" item establishes

a direct link between the satisfaction and the comitment constructs.

The "values" item is modified frcm the Organizational Commitment

Questionnaire (OCL; Mowday et al, 1982). The "personal meaning" item

was designed to allow for the expression of broader emotional feelings,

(affective connitment) whilst the "obligation" item gives expression to

the feeling that one "aught" to remain serving as a duty, out of allegiance
or loyalty.

The Affective Commitment (K) Scale ccmprises the following items from

the Retention Questionnaire.

Section & item

1. How do you feel about making the Navy your career? (S4Q4)

2. 1 find that my values and Navy values are very similar. (S4Q14)

3. Navy membership has a great deal of personal meaning for me.

(S4Q15)

4. How strong is your sense of obligation to the Navy? ($4Q16)

The K. Scale which purports to isolate the emotional component of

ccnitment is unifactorial and has a reliability coefficient (alpha) of
.81.

CC44ITENT - IDENTIFICATION - SATISFACTION

Organizational comitment is a construct which seems

co-dimensional with another, older one, that of identification with the

organization. In fact, in Mowday et al. (ibid.) the two terms are
sometimes used interchangeably.



In a Defence Force with its characteristic all-embracing
responsibility for most significant aspects of a member's life and welfare

the concept of individual ccmitment (or identification) seems especially

pertinent when evaluating retention/turnover/attrition and attempts at

predicting these. This supposition appears strengthened by contemplating,

for one, the longer training and more intense indoctrination period

characteristic of military employment conditions compared with those

conditions of employment in most civilian organizations.

Identification (commitment) has been shown to be associated with

assimilation to the Army (Salas, 1967a) and assimilation status has in

turn been significantly linked to retention over a three-year term.*

In the model used in the study, (ibid) the thesis that a certain

prior level of satisfaction with other-rank Army life was a prerequisite

of attaining a measure of identification (comitme:nt) with the organization

was supported.

In the present study of Navy officer retention, both the

satisfaction and commitment (identification) constructs were found to

be very highly significantly correlated from a moderate to high degree.

Three SQ items are found in the 9 item Resignation Propensity

(RP) scale. The RP Scale, the conceptual reverse of the Career Motivation

scale, has been found to be a valid predictor of RAN male, officer

resignation activity. (Salas, 1988b).

THE SATISFACTION SCALE QUESTIONNAIRE (SQ)

A ten-item adaptation of a 14 item scale of satisfaction with

Army life (Salas, 1967b) was included in the Retention survey.

* unpublished follow-up study of results in SaL i67a).



The SQ is a well documented scale, the results of which have

been shown to be implicated in the separation and the re-engagement

decisions of other - rank personnel. (Salas, 1984).

The SQ itrs used in the Retention Study are listed below:

1. How well do you think the Navy is run?

Very well 7 6 5 4 3 3 2 1 Very badly

2. What sort of chance does the Navy give you to show what you can

do?

A very good chance 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 A very poor chance

3. In general, how do you feel about life in the Navy?

Very satisfied 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Very dissatisfied

4. flow do you feel about making the Navy your career?

Very keen to 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Don't want to

5. How do you feel about your chances of pro-notion in the Na\y?

Satisfied 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Dissatisfied

6. Do you feel in general that you are doing better in the Navy

than you could in civilian life?

Very much better 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Very much worse

7. Do you think you have improved and bettered yourself by being

in the Navy?

Very much so 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Not at all

8. How satisfied are you with your Navy pay?

Very satisfied 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Very dissatisfied

9. How do you feel with your current Navy job?

Very satisfied 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Very dissatisfied



10. Men and women coming into the Navy expect things from their future

Navy life. How well would you say that your expectations have been met?

Much better than expected 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Much worse than expected

The present version of the SQ does not cover the possible universe

of content. Satisfaction with supervision is one important omission.

Intention to re-engage, a potent item in reflecting general satisfaction

in the other-rank version of the SQ, was excluded as being inappropriate

in the officer setting.

Items 1, 2 and 3 of the Resignation propensity Scale are from

the SQ (promotion, doing better in Navy, Navy career). These all loaded

on the "career" factor of the RP Scale (Salas, 1988).

SQ item 3 ("In general, how do you feel about life in the

Service?"), has a history. This item first saw the light of day in

Australia as part of the Satisfaction Scale Questionnaire (Salas, 1967a).

It originally appeared in "The American Soldier" (Stauffer et al, 1949)

as part of a Guttman scale of satisfaction with Army life.

The SQ has 2 factors with a reliability coefficient (alpha) of

.82. With item 8 (pay) removed the SQ becomes unifactorial.

OTHER SCALES

The most important of these in the present context would be the

Resignation Propensity (RP) Scale and the SQ, a measure of satisfaction

with Navy life in the Retention Survey.

* Stouffer, S.A., Suchman, E.A., De Vinney, L.C., Star, S.A. and Williams,

R.M. The American Soldier Voll Adjustment during Army Life: Princeton,

N.J. Princeton Univer. Press, 1949.

1t



The Resignation Propensity Scale (RP)

This is described at length in Salas (1988a, b). It is a nine

item measure, scores on which provide an index of an officer's tendency

towards voluntary separation from the Navy.

R P. Scale

Instruction: You are invited to answer sane or all of the questions

below, if you wish.

1. How do you feel about your chances of promotion in the Navy?

Satisfied 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Dissatisfied

2. Do you feel in general that you are doing better in the Navy

than you could in civilian life?

Very much better 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Very much worse

3. How do you feel about making the Navy your career?

Very keen to 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Don't want to

4. At present, how commited do you feel to the idea of a Navy Career?

Very commited 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Not commited at all

5. How attractive does the idea of career erployment in civilian

life appear to you at present?

Very attractive 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Very unattractive

6. Have you had one or more job offers from organizations or

individuals outside the Service over the past 2 years?

No .................. 1

Yes, one ............ 2

Yes, 2 or 3 ......... 3

Yes, more than 3 .... 4



8. Have you ever considered resigning?

Yes ................. 1

No .................. 2

9. If you answered Yes to the above item 8, please give an estimated

time frame in which your contemplated resigning is most likely
to be irriplemented.

0-2 mths ............ 1 3-6 mths ........... 2 7-12 mths ....... 3
13-18 ............... 4 19-30mths .......... 5 30 + mths ....... 6
Not Applicable ...... 7

Three factors were identified in the RP Scale. It has a reliability

coefficient alpha of .72.

The Job Satisfaction Scale (JOBSAT)

This measure corprised the following items, all from Section
4 of the Retention Survey Questionnaire.

What sort of chance does the Navy give you to show what you can

do? (S4 item 2)

In general, how do you feel about life in the Navy? (S4 item
3; This item also appears in Jans' Career Motivation Scale).

How do you feel about your current Navy Job? (S4 item 9).

At present, how comitted do you feel to the idea of a Navy
career? (commit nent Scale, CS) (S4, item 11)

How satisfied are you with your Navy career to date?

(Commitment Scale, CS) (S4, item 13)

The JOBSAT Scale is unifactorial with a reliability coefficient

alpha of 0.79.



The Service Effectiveness (SE) Scale.

This measures attitudes towards the efficiency of the Navy as

an employer. It includes opinions about career management,.

SE scale items are as follows: (The origin of each item is given in

parentheses.)

How well do you think the Navy is run? (S4 item 1)

What sort of chance does the Navy give you to show what you can

do? (S4 item 2)

In general, how satisfied do you feel with Navy life? (S4 item

3)

How satisfied are you with the current RAN Officer Personal

Reporting System? (Section 2, item 8)

How satisfied are you with the quality of RAN Personnel management

(including officer Career Planning)? (Section 2, item 9)

How effective do you think is the dream sheet system? (Section

2, item 10)

The SE Scale is unifactorial with a reliability coefficient

(alpha) of 0.79.

The Remuneration Scale (RS)

This instrument scales attitudes towards service and civilian

pay and the financial costs of being a member of the Navy. The RS is

made up of the following items. Origins of item are given in parentheses.



How satisfied are you with your Navy pay? (S4 item 8)

How does your Navy pay (+ allowances, benefits etc) compare with the

money you think you could expect to receive in civilian life?

(Section 3, item 15).

Financial costs of being in RAN (e.g. removals) - (as a resignation

influence; Section 5, item 17)

The R. Scale is unifactorial and has a reliability coefficient alpha

of 0.65.

The Career Prospects Scale (CP)

This device measures officers' attitudes towards their future Naval career.

The scale is made up of the following items from the Retention Survey

questionnaire.

1. Officers have expressed the observation that there are comparatively

few billets at future rank levels which have much interest in them.

This implies posting an officer to positions for which he/she is not

a volunteer. How does, or will, this situation apply to you?

2. How satisfied are you with the quality of the RAN personnel management

(including officer Career Planning?) (Section 2, item 9)

3. How do you feel about your chances of promotion in the Navy?

(Section 4, item 5)

4. At present how committed do you feel to the idea of a Navy career?

(Section 4, item 11)

5. Unattractiveness of likely future posting locations or job

(as a resignation influence) Section 5, item 10)

This scale proved to be bi-factorial with a coefficient alpha of 0.62.
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Note

The Career Prospects Scale was excluded from earlier analyses when it was

discovered that item 5 from Section 4 of the questionnaire (promotion

chances) had been cmitted from it.

Promotion prospects are integral to the assessment of future career

prospects, at some stages perhaps more than at others. (Three of the nine

items used by Jans (1988) in his career prospects scale alluded to
"promotion".)


